
H E L P I N G  E N T E R P R I S E S  R E A L I Z E  M O R E
F O R  T H E I R  T E C H N O L O G Y  I N V E S T M E N T S . 
At Verinext, we’re passionate about collaborating with customers to simplify and modernize their 
technology platforms so they can realize faster time-to-value through their digital transformation 
goals. We’re also focused on effectively deploying the innovation businesses need to make their 
next move with confidence.

From automating time-consuming tasks and protecting data assets to securing infrastructure and 
improving customer experiences, Verinext helps you realize your technologies’ value. Offering 
a comprehensive suite of intelligent, full-stack engagement strategies with modern, secure 
infrastructure product and service solutions, we’ll prepare you for everything that comes next.

Be ready for
what’s next.

verinext.com

http://verinext.com


V E R I N E X T  S O L U T I O N S
Verinext delivers an end-to-end suite of technology solutions to simplify and modernize 
technology environments so customers achieve digital transformation goals faster. 

V E R I N E X T  S E R V I C E S
Verinext offers next-level, end-to-end services backed by 
an experienced team of passionate technologists. 

DATA PROTECTION

Modernize legacy apps and implement the software 
customizations that set your business apart.
With decades of experience in helping companies shift to 
new business models, future-proof processes and innovate 
to stay ahead of the competition, Verinext delivers the 
digital innovations that give you a competitive edge. Using 
strategy-led innovation, Verinext delivers human-centered 
software innovation for the agile business.

DIGITAL INNOVATION

Empower business innovation through adaptable and 
automated public and private cloud platforms.
Modern infrastructure is hybrid infrastructure. Verinext’s 
architecture and services experts design, implement, 
and support hybrid infrastructure with automation and 
management solutions that span all platforms – from public 
and private clouds to Software as a Service (SaaS) platforms. 
Simplify your operations and reduce your time-to-value with 
an integrated, flexible and agile hybrid environment. 

HYBRID INFRASTRUCTURE 

Accelerate transformation while reducing IT cost 
and risk with managed precision.
Verinext managed services simplify infrastructure 
management, enhance security, deliver resilient data 
protection and provide operational reporting and trend 
analysis for continuous improvements. With Verinext’s 
tailored managed services, you can lower IT costs while 
getting the critical resources that enable you to anticipate 
new requirements and pivot quickly when new needs arise. 

MANAGED SERVICES 

Increase workforce efficiency, improve customer 
experiences and reduce human error. 
A pioneer in robotic process automation, Verinext delivers 
the intelligent automation solutions that accelerate 
business and improve efficiencies, end to end. Tap into 
the power of automation to streamline manual processes, 
deploy infrastructure more quickly and increase workforce 
efficiency. Verinext will help you optimize engagements 
with your customers, employees and stakeholders.

INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

Design, deployment and delivery across the enterprise – 
from IT to security and development.
At Verinext, our certified IT professionals have deep expertise 
in designing, configuring and implementing well-architected, 
fully-integrated technologies with an unwavering focus on your 
business goals. Using our perfected methodology, Verinext will 
deliver and document your solution and plan for any resulting 
operational changes, all while staying with you throughout your 
transition and beyond.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

High performance, secure and resilient architectures 
to protect your most important business assets.
Manage your continuous data growth and complexity. 
Verinext protects your environment – from private and 
public cloud to a wide range of software solutions – so you 
can achieve the resiliency your business needs to ensure 
availability and compliance. Whether you’re modernizing 
your infrastructure or managing new business initiatives, 
Verinext will safeguard your data and your business. 



Comprehensive security and risk management to 
protect your data, and your brand.
Advance your security posture – cloud to edge – so you 
can operate with confidence. Verinext security strategies 
avert ransomware and cyberattacks, automate compliance 
to key industry frameworks and enable proactive threat 
and vulnerability management. Verinext will fortify 
your business against future risks so you can prevent 
devastating loss of capital, brand equity and customers.

Optimize your organization’s productivity with 
collaboration, workflow automation and IT service 
management solutions.
For software development and IT teams, as well a business 
functions from HR to marketing and finance, Verinext, 
along with its subsidiary Forty8Fifty Labs, empowers the 
agile collaboration that drives efficiency and customer 
responsiveness through lean IT service management.

SECURITY AGILE COLLABORATION 
AND ITSM

verinext.com

Intuitively engage customers and employees with 
the omni-channel experiences they won’t forget.
Verinext’s proven strategy, tools and services will help you 
build the intelligent connected ecosystem your business 
needs for an extraordinary customer experience (CX). 
Optimize your contact centers with seamless, unified 
communications and deliver data-driven omni-channel 
experiences that engage and connect with customers 
using insights and modern application integration. 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES

Power your connected business with modern 
networks that are intelligent, responsive and secure.
Today’s modern networks are experience driven and must 
be able to support changing requirements at the edge and 
access layers. Verinext designs and delivers those modern 
networks with all the services necessary to integrate and 
manage the full network lifecycle process. With Verinext, 
your networks will continue to deliver value, even as your 
Digital Transformation evolves.

NETWORKING

Sustainable IT financing fast-forwards your 
business transformation and increases your ROI.
Verinext delivers the capital resources you need to 
stretch your technology budget with ease. Ensure 
financial predictability, refresh environments more 
frequently and even annualize discounts while 
enhancing your return on technology investments. 
Financing with Verinext gives you increased leverage 
and agility so you can get technology working for you.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Founded in 2016, Forty8Fifty Labs is Verinext’s subsidiary 
focused on agile collaboration and service management. An 
Atlassian Enterprise Platinum Solution Partner, Forty8Fifty Labs 
provides end-to-end services for Atlassian Cloud, IT service 
management, business work management and workflow 
automation. From license management, assessment and design 
services to implementation, migration, consolidation and 
managed services and support, Forty8Fifty Labs empowers 
innovation for business productivity.

Learn more at forty8fiftylabs.com.

http://forty8fiftylabs.com


Verinext was established in 2022, integrating four leading technology solution innovators, Anexinet, 
Veristor, Light Networks and SereneIT, each with over 20 years of operating history in distinct technology 
practice areas. Together, the company has decades of combined expertise delivering transformative 
business technology with a personal touch. With a carefully selected portfolio over more than 200 
technology vendor partners and an impressive roster of industry awards and accolades for its leadership, 
innovation and workplace, Verinext is here to solve for whatever comes next. 

C O N TA C T  U S  T O DAY  T O  L E A R N  M O R E
verinext.com
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